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List of Acronyms
AfNOG
APHRC
BERNET
BotsREN
CKLN
COPs
DEA
Eb@le
EthERNet
IFRS
INASP
iRENALA
ISA
KENET
MAREN
MoRENet
NREN
NSRC
NUFFIC
RENU
RwEdNet
SCECSAL XXI
SomaliREN
SudREN
TENET
TERNET
WIOCC
Xnet
ZAMREN
ZIMREN

- African Network Operators Group
- African Population and Health Research Center.
- Burundi Education and Research Network
- Botswana Research and Education Network
- Caribbean Knowledge and Learning Network
- Communities of Practice
- Direct Engineering Assistance
- Ebale, The National Research and Education Network of DRC
- Ethiopia Research and Education Network
- International Financial Reporting Standards
- International Network for the Availability of Scientific Publications
- Research and Education Network for Academic and Learning
Activities, NREN of Madagascar
- International Standards on Auditing
- Kenya Education Network
- Malawi Research and Education Network
- Mozambique Research and Education Network
- National Research and Education Network
- Network Startup Resource Centre
- Netherlands organization for International Cooperation in Higher
Education
- Research and Education Network of Uganda
- Rwanda Education Network
- 21st Standing Conference of Eastern, Central and Southern Africa
Library and Information Associations
- Somalia Research and Education Network
- Sudanese Research and Education Network
- Tertiary Research and Education Network of South Africa
- Tanzania Education and Research Network
- West Indian Ocean Cable Company
- Xnet Development Trust, NREN of Namibia
- Zambia Research and Education Network
- Zimbambwe Research and Education Network
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(PoPs). As at the end of the year, the network had two
PoPs in Europe in London and Amsterdam and 8 in
African cities (Cape Town, Dares Salaam, Johannesburg,
Kampala, Kigali, Lusaka, Maputo and Nairobi). NRENs
connect either in Europe or from PoPs in their
countries.
Within the year, UbuntuNet Alliance organized several
wo r k s h o p s , s e m i n a r s a n d A f r i c a C o n n e c t
Administrative meetings. UbuntuNet-Connect 2014 in
Lusaka was Also a major success.
For the first time, the Alliance considered beyond
connectivity and
rolled out eduroam, Identity
Federation services leading to joining eduGAIN and
Certification Authorities and other services relevant to
the user communities for its members NRENS. That
explained why the topic of the next UbuntuNetConnect was around the theme of beyond connectivity.
Sustainability is one of the central pillars of the Alliance.
Again in 2014, the Alliance was able to cover all its
recurrent expenditure through recurrent income,
making the Alliance an internally self-sustaining
organization.

Overview
of
performance in
2014

Our first most pronounced success may well be in the
successful implementation of Africa connect project; its
tangible outputs and the assurance of the renewal of
the grant of the project from EUC.
The second is the new and well designed strategic plan;
the Nairobi Strategic Plan (2014 - 2018) which if well
executed will definitively confirm the Alliance as one of
the advanced regional RENs of the world as well as a
strong Pan African organization.

W

hen I assumed office in January 2014, I
observed a lot of enthusiasm within the
Alliance despite the fact that 2014 was a
critical year for the Alliance. After many years of
excellent services, my predecessor, Dr. Francis Tusubura
was nearing the end of his term and so as was the
Alliance's management board and its executive
committee. 2014 was therefore a year of transition for
the Alliance but nonetheless, it was also a year of many
achievements.

As 2014 is coming to an end, we have stared the work
on the grant application of Africa Connect 2 which will
procure new links to reach news countries; our dream
to get our region and Africa as a continent well
connected is within reach.
I would lastly like to welcome all new NREN Members,
the Chairperson and new board members. My personal
appreciation should also go to the former CEO and
staff of the Alliance who I sincerely believe that with
their support and commitment, we'll take the Alliance
to the next step of its development.

In this year, the Alliance registered 17 countries; either
as established or emerging NRENs: 15 of these are
members of UbuntuNet Alliance, whereas 2 (BotsREN
and ZIMREN) are at advanced stages of development.
Establishment of NRENs in three more countries,
specifically Burundi, Botswana, and Lesotho was the key
target for 2014.
Roll out of the UbuntuNet backbone network under
AfricaConnect continued with the procuring of more
links and establishment of more Points of Presence

Pascal Hoba
Chief Executive Officer
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About UbuntuNet Alliance for Research and
Education Networking
Our Profile
because it is a platform where resources are
shared and collaboration is achieved.

U

buntuNet Alliance is the regional
Research and Education Networking
organisation for Eastern and Southern
Africa. It builds and operates UbuntuNet, the
regional high-speed backbone network
interconnecting National Research and Education
Networks (NRENs) and connecting them to
other regional RENs in the world and the Internet
in general. The Alliance is a member-based
organisation registered as a Trust in Malawi. It was
originally registered in the Netherlands in 2006 as
an association of African NRENs. The Malawi
registration became effective in 2014 and steps
are being taken to make the Trust own the original
entity.

UbuntuNet Alliance is currently implementing the
Nairobi Strategic Plan 2014-2018, which spells out
a roadmap for research and education networking
in Eastern and Southern Africa with a societal
vision of realising vibrant African research and
education institutions, networking effectively in
the global knowledge society. To achieve this, the
Alliance's mission is to secure affordable
broadband connectivity and efficient ICT access
and usage for African NRENs and their associated
communities of practice.

Governance

On a non-profit basis, the objectives of the Alliance
are:
a)

b)
c)
d)

UbuntuNet Alliance is governed by a three-tier
structure comprising the Annual General Meeting
of Members, the Board of Trustees, and the
Secretariat. The Alliance is represented by the
Chairperson, who chairs both the Annual General
Meeting and Meetings of the Board of Trustees.

To develop and provide high speed and
affordable interconnectivity among the NRENs
and with the
rest of the world
To develop and share the knowledge and
skills of ICT practitioners in the NRENs
To provide related auxiliary services to the
NRENs
To lead and participate in research aimed at
improving networking infrastructure

The Chairperson is appointed for a three year
term through a process run by the Secretary
General of the Association of African Universities
(AAU).The incumbent, Professor John Ssebuwufu,
started his term on 1st November 2013.

UbuntuNet Alliance aims to be the regional
research and education network of choice,
promoting ICT access and usage among African
NRENs and their associated communities of
practice. The Alliance therefore promotes the
use of advanced networks and ICT in general in
research, teaching and learning. This is done
through the promotion of and support for
NRENs, which interconnect research and
education institutions at national level and
facilitate national collaboration. The Alliance
comes in at regional level to facilitate regional
and international collaboration in research and
education.The UbuntuNet backbone network is
therefore important in achieving this goal

Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting (previously called the
Council of Members) is composed of
representatives of Members. It is the highest policy
arm of the Alliance and must maintain the need and
will for the NRENs to collaborate at regional level.
The representatives meet once a year, traditionally
in March or April to discuss policy issues of the
Alliance. In 2014, the 8th Council of Members
Meeting (Annual General Meeting) was held in
Khartoum, Sudan at El Salam Rotana hotel on 27th
March. The 8th Council of Members was
composed of the following:
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...the Eight Council of Members
KENET (Kenya)
TENET (South Africa)
MoRENet (Mozambique)
iRENALA (Madagascar)
MAREN (Malawi)
Eb@le (DRC)
TERNET (Tanzania)

Dr Edwin Ataro
Mr Samuel Bosire
Mr Lourino Chemane
Prof Gratien Horace
Prof Zimani Kadzamira
Prof Dr Dibungi Kalenda
Prof Faustin Kamuzora

RwEdNet (Rwanda)
RENU (Uganda)
Xnet (Namibia)
SudREN (Sudan)
ZAMREN (Zambia)
SomaliREN (Somalia)
EthERNet (Ethiopia)

Mr Theogene Kayumbamailto:
Mr George Kinyera-Apuke
Mr Wilfred Kuria
Prof Abdelrahim Mohamed
Prof Stephen Simukanga
Mr Dahir Hassan
Mr Tewodros Mebrahtu

UbuntuNet Alliance Secretariat, Lilongwe, Malawi
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Board of Trustees

Prof. John Ssebuwufu
Chairperson

Duncan Greeves

Prof. Stephen Simukanga

Dr. Iman Abuel Maaly
Deputy Chair

Prof. Meoli Kashorda

Dr. Boubakar Barry
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Eng Dr. Francis Tusubira
CEO

Prof. Nelson Ijumba

Prof Dr. Dibungi Kalenda
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Secretariat
The Secretariat of the Alliance, headed by the CEO is distributed between Lilongwe in Malawi (main
office) and Kampala in Uganda. The Alliance maintains a lean secretariat with 7 staff members. Some
functions are outsourced to professional companies to handle. The staff in 2014 was as follows:

Eng. Dr Francis F. Tusubira
C.E.O

Tiwonge Msulira Banda
Finance & Admin. Manager

Patricia Mtungila
Communications Officer

Beatrice Ng'ambi
Accountant

Joe Kimaili
Technical Manager

Sylvia Nakajjugo Kizito
Personal Assistant to the CEO

Outsourced/Professional functions:
¶
¶
¶
¶
¶
¶

Auditors
KCC Finance Associates (Malawi)
Internal Audit
Aleksandr Consulting (Malawi)
Strategic and Business Issues
Dr Duncan Martin (South Africa)
Network Operations
TENET (South Africa)
Engineering Support
Timeless Access (South Africa)
Lawyers
William Faulkner (Malawi)

Lettus Kitha
Adminstrative Assistant
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Our Strategy
UbuntuNet Alliance works with NRENs to support
the data communication needs of the research and
education communities at regional level. The
Nairobi Rolling Strategic Plan 2014-2018, approved
at the 31st Meeting of the Board, came into effect on
1st January 2014. In this, the Alliance is pursuing
eight strategic objectives in an effort to address
identified priority issues and thereby enhance its
contribution towards achieving its institutional and
societal visions. The strategic objectives are:
1.Sustainable and operational NRENs in all
countries in the membership region established.
2.
A reliable Alliance-operated broadband
backbone network reaching every member NREN
established.
3.
Robust broadband interconnections with
other regional RENs operationalised.
4.
Broadband Internet to member NRENs at a
compelling charge provided.
5.
Institutional Relevance and Business Health
enhanced.
6.
Effective communication and advocacy to
reach out to NRENS, communities of practice and
policy makers implemented.
7.
Increased and effective support for regional
and global communities of practice (COP).
8.
A fully interconnected Africa based on
collaboration among Regional RENs in the
continent.
The Workplan for 2014 was developed based on the
Nairobi Rolling Strategic Plan and it forms the basis
upon which this Annual Report is formulated.

the Island nations on the west of the Indian Ocean,
the membership region of UbuntuNet Alliance
comprises 26 countries.To date, 17 countries either
have established or emerging NRENs: 15 are
members of UbuntuNet Alliance, whereas 2
(BotsREN and ZIMREN) are at advanced stages of
development. Establishment of NRENs in three
more countries, specifically Burundi, Botswana, and
Lesotho was the key target for 2014.
With the support of the World Bank, Burundi Education and Research Network (BERNET) was constituted and eventually joined the Alliance in October
2014, becoming the 15th NREN Member.
ZIMREN, the Zimbabwe Research and Education
Network was registered and launched in June
2014 and is yet to formally apply for membership
. The Alliance was represented at the launch
event held at Midland State University in Mutare,
Zimbabwe in July 2014.
BotsREN, the NREN of Botswana is in formation.
The CEO of the Alliance attended a key BotsREN
Meeting held in Gaborone, Botswana in June 2015.
Efforts in NREN establishment are on-going in
Lesotho.
Towards the end of the year communication
was re-initiated with Mauritius.

UbuntuNet Alliance will continue engaging countries
in the rest of the region to establish sustainable and
operational NRENs because with research and
education networking, every additional NREN
counts.
Strengthening Existing NRENs

Establishment of Sustainable and
While efforts were placed on promoting the
Operational NRENs
establishment of new NRENs, more attention was
placed on strengthening existing NRENs – the
n all Countries in the Membership RegionThe key NREN Members. With the commissioning of the
target for 2014 was the establishment of NRENs UbuntuNet network, existing NRENs are getting
in three more countries, specifically Burundi, stronger as they build service portfolios.The NREN
Botswana, and Lesotho. To date, the following have CEOs' Forum is a useful platform where Chief
been formally established as NRENs with the Executives of NRENs exchange ideas, either face to
support of and intervention from the Alliance: face or through online discussions.The NRENs learn
Burundi (BERNET); Zimbabwe (ZIMREN); and at the
from each other: BERNET went on learning visits to
time of reporting, Botswana (BotsREN) is also in
RENU
and KENET in October 2014TERNET also
formation. The Lesotho meetings were postponed
twice, and this has slowed down the process. visited KENET.The KENET-DFN twinning continued
BERNET has formally been admitted to the Alliance. to flourish; MoRENet and RNP (Brazil) are discussing
a twinning arrangement and have already exchanged
Targeted Establishment of new NRENs
visits. Table 1 below shows the status of NREN
Sustainability of research and education networking development in the region.
in Eastern and Southern Africa lies in the strength of The AfricaConnect project facilitated meetings of
NREN Members. Eastern and Southern Africa and

I
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NREN CEOs. In 2014, the CEOs of NRENs met twice
for the 5th and 6th AfricaConnect Administrative
Meeting to discuss progress of the project and other
relevant issues. For the first time executive capacity
building was conducted for CEOs of NRENs.The event
was held in Entebbe, Uganda at the beginning of July

2014 as part of the NREN Leaders Indaba. The
Executive Development training workshop covered
areas such as business management, corporate
governance and services. An output of the workshop is
being developed into a How-to toolkit to assist the
CEOs in running sustainable NRENs

UbuntuNet Alliance Membership Map
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Table 1: Status of NREN Development in Eastern and Southern Africa

Technical Capacity Building
A key aspect of strengthening and operationalising
NRENs is capacity building for network engineers. A
major initiative in this regard is the UbuntuNet Alliance
Capacity Building Programme, which is a joint effort of
the Network Startup Resource Center (NSRC). the
International Network for the Availability of Scientific
Publications (INASP) and the AfricaConnect project.
The programme, which is aimed at ensuring that
NRENs are sustainable, continued to roll out more
activities in the year. A total of 16 Campus Network
Design workshops were held in 6 countries ; 2 in
Tanzania, 4 in Zambia, 4 in Kenya, 2 in Sudan, 2 in
Uganda, 1 in Rwanda and 1 in Mozambique, training a
total of 382 engineers. Four Direct Engineering
Assistance (DEA) activities were held; two in Uganda
and two in Tanzania.. The second Training of Trainers
Workshop was held as a pre-conference activity at
UbuntuNet-Connect 2014 in Lusaka, Zambia in
November and trained 18 participants. In addition, 7
engineers were sponsored by INASP to participate in
the AfNOG training workshop, which was held in
Djibouti in June 2014.

NSRC has provided funding support to allow trainers
that participated in Training of Trainer events, to go to
other NRENs and assist in trainings.This arrangement
saw one engineer each from TERNET and KENET
assisting in Trainings in Uganda.
INASP contributed about $110,000 to support the
capacity building programme and NSRC has injected
about $300,000 (staff time, travel, equipment, and
grants).

Trainer of Trainers Capacity Building - Lusaka Zambia
2014
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A reliable Broadband Backbone Network Operated by UbuntuNet
Alliance reaching every NREN Member

T

he year 2014 saw the commissioning of the
regional component of the UbuntuNet
network financed through the AfricaConnect
project co-funded by the European Union and
beneficiary NRENs. Optical fibre cable providers such
as Liquid Telecom and WIOCC are critical partners in
the development of the regional backbone network.
The Alliance continues to engage with the cable
providers to establish strategic partnerships as the
network grows.

N e t wo r k D eve l o p m e n t a n d
Expansion

present, all NRENs are connected to the backbone
at 1 Gbps except for TENET, which is connected on
a 10Gbps link. The higher capacity was chosen for
the link to TENET because it supports several
point to point links that are provisioned on the
TENET backbone. The NRENs choose the
capacities at which to connect to the backbone
network. Figure 1 below shows the backbone
status including links that were under
procurement in December 2014, expected to be
commissioned in the first quarter of 2015.

UbuntuNet currently has two transit links, one in
Roll out of the UbuntuNet backbone network Amsterdam and another one in London. The
under AfricaConnect continued, procuring more network also has peering links to the Amsterdam
links and establishing more points of presence Internet exchange, the London Internet exchange,
(PoPs). As at the end of the year, the network had NAPAfrica (in Johannesburg), GÉANT Ltd at both
points of presence in 2 European cities (London London and Amsterdam and a direct link to the
and Amsterdam) and 8 African cities (Cape Town, Google PoP in London.The peering links enable the
Dares Salaam, Johannesburg, Kampala, Kigali, Alliance to exchange most of its off-net traffic at no
Lusaka, Maputo and Nairobi). NRENs connect fee.
either in Europe or on PoPs in their countries.
Currently, KENET,TENET,TERNET and MoRENet
connect in Europe under the Global Transit
Delivered in Europe service. RENU, KENET,
ZAMREN and TENET are connected to the African
part of the UbuntuNet backbone under the Global
Transit Delivered in Africa service. RwEdNet is
connected, but is not using the network yet.

The link between Cape Town and Moanda in DRC
to serve Eb@le was procured and a contract was
awarded to WIOCC. However, the PoP is yet to be
established as Eb@le is negotiating for a colocation
service. The link between Lusaka and Blantyre to
serve MAREN was procured, but a contract was
not awarded due to MAREN's internal readiness
issues. As the year was drawing to the end,
procurement for a link both from Lusaka to
London via Cape Town and from Nairobi to
Amsterdam via Port Sudan was underway.
The UbuntuNet backbone supports research and
education networking activities. In addition to
connection to the Internet, the backbone network
provides links to support regional connectivity. At

14
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Africa Connect
project –
Interconnecting Sub-Saharan
Africa
The AfricaConnect project is co-funded by the
European Union and African beneficiary NRENs. The
project falls within the framework of the Africa
Caribbean Pacific Islands (ACP) programme, and is
part of the EU-Africa strategy developed by the
European Commission (EC) and the African Union
Commission (AUC). The project, coordinated by
GÉANT Cambridge Office (formerly DANTE Ltd) has
been instrumental in the establishment of the
UbuntuNet network.

AfricaConnect2 Cluster 1 has a total budget of €10
million (the EU providing 75% and beneficiary NRENs
25%). It will be aimed at consolidating the UbuntuNet
network - upgrading links, building in resilience, and
extending it to new countries. In addition, the project
will also roll out services targeting end users.
Ultimately, the AfricaConnect2 project will
interconnect UbuntuNet, WACREN and ASREN
networks on the African continent.

Robust Broadband Interconnections with other Regional
RENs Operationalised

While interconnections to Europe have been
improved, the UbuntuNet network does not
yet directly interconnect with any other
African regional RENs. WACREN is not ready,
and ASREN was deferred to 2015. The Alliance
continues to rely on the 5Gbps provided by
GÉANT- for REN connectivity to other
The project procured long term assets (indefeasible
rights of use) on major cables to roll out the network. regional RENs.
As a requirement from the European Union,
UbuntuNet Alliance and beneficiary NRENs were to
contribute 20% of the €14.75 million budget (€2.95
million). By the end of the year, the Alliance had
collected and remitted to DANTE €2,500,000, which
is about 85% of the required amount.

NRENs in landlocked countries such as Uganda and
Zambia are now benefiting from high quality high
speed connectivity at affordable prices. In Zambia for
instance, Internet prices for the research and
education community fell about 97% in a period of less
than four years. In Uganda, the project has enabled
RENU to consolidate itself and start offering services
to its members.
The project has also significantly improved the
network performance by reducing the amount of time
it takes for sites in East Africa to reach those in South
Africa or vice versa. The project has also supported
trainings for Network Engineers to build a critical
mass of qualified and experience engineers to manage
and operate the regional network.
The European Parliament approved funding for a
follow-up project to AfricaConnect: AfricaConnect2.
The new project which is expected to commence
soon after the current one concludes has a panAfrican perspective, with a full budget of €26.6 million.
The project adopts a modular approach and the
activities will be implemented in 3 clusters:
Cluster 1: Eastern and Southern Africa - Coordinated by UbuntuNet Alliance
Cluster 2: West and Central Africa
(the WACREN region) - Coordinated by GEANT
Ltd
Cluster 3: North Africa (the ASREN region) Coordinated by GEANT Ltd

Interconnections with African
Regional RENs
Regional interconnectivity is important in
facilitating regional collaboration in research
and education. Community. Africa is subdivided into three infrastructure zones with
WACREN focusing on West and Central
Africa; ASREN on North Africa; and
UbuntuNet Alliance concentrating on Eastern
and Southern Africa. To improve the quality of
service and experience of researchers wanting
to collaborate with the WACREN and ASREN
regions, it is logical to interconnect these
networks within Africa. Due to
unpreparedness of the ASREN and WACREN,
it was not possible in 2014 to interconnect the
networks. AfricaConnect2 has funds available
for these interconnections on the African
continent and so this activity has been moved
to 2015.
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Interconnections
with European,
A m e r i c a s , F a rEastern RRENs
UbuntuNet has had its
connection with GEANT
since 2008 and this is the
only Regional Research and
Education Network (REN)
that UbuntuNet
interconnects with.Through
GEANT, UbuntuNet has
onward connections with
other Regional RENs of the
world. GEANT provides
5Gbps for REN connectivity
with other Regional RENs.
Network traffic is closely
monitored to see where it is
coming from and/or going.
The ultimate goal is that
UbuntuNet should be able
to peer with other regional
RENs directly to increase
the quality of connections.
Traffic , based on the
October 2014 graphs from
DANTE, is still within the
desired ranges. Once traffic
justifies this, negotiations
will commence.

Institutional Relevance and Business Health Enhanced
Promote continued relevance of
the Alliance
A strong and viable UbuntuNet Alliance is
necessary for sustained coordination of research
and education networking activities in Eastern and
Southern Africa. The region is diverse in terms of
market needs and preparedness of NRENs. Having
rolled out the regional network and commenced
offering connectivity services, it was soon realised
that offering services beyond connectivity is vital
for the sustainability of the Alliance, NREN
members and the entire research and education

networking community.agreed on a range of
services that the Alliance and NRENs should
consider offering to remain relevant to the
research and education networking community.
Beyond connectivity, the Alliance and NREN
Members will roll out eduroam, Identity Federation
services leading to joining eduGAIN and
Certification Authorities and other services
relevant to the user communities.
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UbuntuNet Alliance operates UbuntuNet, the
regional backbone network interconnecting NRENs
and providing gateways to the commodity Internet
and to other Regional RENs worldwide.Through the
backbone network, the main service offered to
NRENs is connectivity and it is offered in 4 service
offerings:
·
·
·
·
·

mass of trained personnel to professionally manage
the networks and keep services running at all times.
Ensure the business health of the Alliance
UbuntuNet Alliance is a not for profit business and
this also implies that the organisation is not for loss.
The Alliance adopted a business model that ensures
that all operational costs are recovered to ensure
that it is able to cover all recurrent costs using its
recurrent income. In 2014, the Alliance received
total income amounting to US$1,786,488 and had
total expenditure of US$1,086,608 leaving a surplus
of US$699,880. Fig 2 below is a graph comparing
recurrent income and recurrent expenses. Since
2013, the Alliance is now able to cover all its
recurrent expenses from recurrent income. These
amounts exclude grants received.

Regional REN Connectivity Service
Global Transit delivered in Africa
Global Transit delivered in Europe
Point to Point circuits
Restoration

Some NRENs such as RENU (Uganda) and TERNET
(Tanzania) also offer Training as Service to their
member institutions.This offering not only keeps the
NREN relevant, but it also helps building a critical

Figure 2: Growth of Income
A customer satisfaction Survey was launched towards Affiliate Members and Industry Members. The Affiliate
the end of the year and the results will be published in Membership category targets not-for-profit
2015.The exercise will continue so that the Alliance is transnational organisations or communities of practice
always in sync with the needs and expectations of the formally constituted under a registered umbrella
NRENs.
organisation that are involved in education and/or
research. Industry Membership category on the other
hand is for registered for-profit transnational
Ensure New and Diverse Partnerships
companies or organisations that are engaged in the
The 8th Council of Members (AGM) held in Khartoum, provision of goods and/or services that have direct
Sudan in March 2014 approved the expansion of relevance to the mission and activities of the Alliance
Membership categories for UbuntuNet Alliance. In and its NREN and/or Affiliate Members. Recruitment
addition to the traditional NREN Members and into the two additional categories will commence in
Observer Members, membership now includes 2015. A flier explaining the various membership
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Effective Communication and Advocacy to reach out to NRENs,
Communities of Practice and Policy Makers
Despite the fact that the Communications Officer
was not recruited until May 2014, considerable
progress has been achieved in the second half of the
year in terms of intermediate deliverables. While
capacity is still limited in terms of enabling NRENs to
take up the communication function more
dedicatedly, a specific group has been set up to act as
bidirectional information channels in each of the
member countries.

Effective Organisational Communication
The Nairobi Rolling Strategic Plan identified the need
to have full communications function at the
UbuntuNet Alliance Secretariat and to this effect; the
Communications Officer, Patricia Mtungila, was hired
on 1st May 2014. She brought in a new and
professional perspective to the communications
efforts of the Alliance in reaching all stakeholders.The
Communications Strategy developed in 2011 was
revised in 2014 and the product is a new strategy that
takes into account social media aspects and
approaches. A Communications Policy is also being
d eve l o p e d t o g u i d e i m p l e m e n t a t i o n o f
communications activities. Already, since May 2014
the social media presence of the Alliance has been
enhanced. The number of Twitter 'Followers' more
than doubled from the year 2013 to 439 at the end of
2014. The Facebook Page, UbuntuNet Alliance was
also rejuvenated. The new Communication Strategy
has a revised target audience and suggests approaches
in reaching them. It adopts a web-centric approach to
communication that positions the institutional
website as the hub of all communications. The
Communication Strategy will be tabled at the 37th
Board Meeting.
The UbuntuNet Alliance website recorded a
noticeable increase in hits between January and
December 2014. NUANCE, the monthly e-bulletin
continued to forge ahead, covering news from and of
interest to the NREN community including
communities of practice and policy makers in
particular. NUANCE recipients reached 2,843, with
more reads on the website every month in both
English and French. As the year was drawing to the
end, articles targeting specific countries were sent
through the local NREN in those countries for
publication in local papers. This approach will be
continued in 2015.

While UbuntuNet Alliance has taken the
communications and public relations function a step
further, NRENs, are still lagging behind in this area. Of
the 15 NREN Members, only KENET has a full time
Communications Officer. To address this and to
ensure that communication flows within the
community, an NREN Communications Group was
formulated in July at the NREN Leaders Indaba.
Coordinated by the Communications Officer, the
group is a platform for sharing information and news
about what is happening in the NRENs.
An exercise to collect and publish comprehensive
information on NRENs commenced in August 2014.
The information was collected using a modified
Common NREN Information Model, developed by a
global team comprising representatives from all
regions. This model is also used by GEANT. The
information is still being sifted and will be published in
early 2015. In addition, SudREN and KENET
participated in the 2014 GEANT Association
Compendium of European NRENs.
UbuntuNet Alliance continued to effectively
participate in the Global NREN Public Relations
Network. The Alliance was represented at the
Networks face- to- face meeting held in Dublin ahead
of the TERENA Networking Conference in June 2014.
The Alliance also participates in regular discussions
taking place through the network's email list, and
when the Alliance has news for a global audience, the
news is posted to this community. It is also through
the same community that the Alliance has delved into
reaching out to research communities as will be
described later.
ICT, Education and STI Policy Advocacy
The Alliance on its own and also with the NRENs
continued to engage national and regional policy
makers in promoting the case for NRENs, including
regional and international collaboration in research
and education. This is ongoing and the exercise is
already bearing fruit in some countries. Champions
will be identified in 2015 to spearhead the cause.At a
global level, the Alliance is part of the consortium
(funded through AfricaConnect) preparing new
documentation on "The Case for NRENs". This will
provide the material for policy- level briefs.
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UbuntuNet Alliance was during the year
represented at a number of relevant national as well
as regional events.
UbuntuNet-Connect 2014: InfrastructureInnovation-Inclusion
UbuntuNet-Connect conference series is one of
Africa's premier conferences especially in the area of
research and education networking. UbuntuNetConnect 2014, the 7th UbuntuNet Alliance annual
conference was held in Lusaka, Zambia on 13-14
November 2014 under the theme: Infrastructure Innovation - Inclusion.

UbuntuNet-Connect 2014, Lusaka, Zambia

The conference continues to attract sponsorships
from leading companies and organisations.The Swedish
International Development Cooperation Agency
(Sida) and the European Union (through the
AfricaConnect project) provided sponsorship in the
diamond category; the Network Startup Resource
Centre (NSRC)and International Network for the
Availability of Scientific Publications (INASP),WIOCC,
ZESCO, ZICTA, NUFFIC, CEC Liquid Telecom, VU
University Amsterdam, Radboud University Nijmegen,
and University of Groningen supported the
conference in various sponsorship categories.
Sida supported the participation of IT Directors,
Directors of Research and Paper presenters from a
number of countries. A workshop for Directors of
Research and IT Directors from Universities
supported by Sida was held on the afternoon of 14th
November 2015. INASP, NSRC and AfricaConnect
Project continued to fervently support the capacity
building in the Alliance through the Engineering
Fellowships.

conference will be published on the UbuntuNet
website early in 2015. Unfortunately, some participants
cancelled their participation due to the Ebola scare in
West Africa. In addition to being a platform for
information sharing, UbuntuNet-Connect is also an
annual platform for networking, where people get to
meet and greet and form new partnerships.

Ebola Symposium: Research and
Education Networks - Supporting
the Fight Against Ebola
In 2014 West Africa was plagued with Ebola that had
claimed thousands of lives. In responding to this,
UbuntuNet Alliance organised a Symposium of Ebola
under the theme: "Research and Education Networks Supporting the Fight Against Ebola." The event was
meant to be broadcast live and take presenters and
contributors from all over the world. Due to optical
fibre cable cuts on the ZAMREN network, the event
ended up having a local audience only. However, despite
this challenge, the event proceeded with a presentation
made on behalf of a Malian Medical Informatics
Specialist Dr Ousmane Ly on a mobile App on Ebola
and Zambian Public Health Specialist Dr Malama
presenting more information on the Ebola virus
ecosystem and Zambia's prevention and management
strategy. It was an eye opener for many and presented
an opportunity for NRENs to provide platforms for
research and education communities to respond to
emerging needs.
Earlier in June 2014, UbuntuNet Alliance also facilitated
the participation of medical doctors in Malawi in a
similar Symposium, but focusing on Dengue Fever.The
event was organised by the Caribbean Knowledge and
Learning Network (CKLN). These events are being
organised under the Global NREN PR Network in a
bid to demonstrate the power of research and
education networks. Similar events are planned for
2015

UbuntuNet-Connect 2014 featured over 30
presentations on a wide range of topics relevant to the
research and education community. Proceedings of the
Ebola Symposium at UbuntuNet-Connect 2014
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Increased and Effective Support for Regional and
Global Communities of Practice (COP)
UbuntuNet Alliance now accepts transnational
Communities of Practice (COPs) as members in
the Affiliate Membership category. A database of
these COPs is managed by the Alliance and
recruitment in this membership category will be
intensified in 2015. A survey on the COPs was
planned but will be done in 2015 to establish their
needs.

some NRENs already offer.Within the framework
of the ei4Africa project, CAs and catch-all Identity
providers were deployed by TERNET (Tanzania),
K E N E T ( Ke n y a ) , n g R E N ( N i g e r i a ) ,
TENET/SANREN (South Africa). KENET and
TENET/SANREN proceeded and presented their
CA for certification by the EUGridPMA. While
these activities have been done within the
framework of EU- funded project, it is important
that the Alliance steps in to consolidate the work
and continue offering the services.

Collaboration agreements and service
development for potential Communities of
Practice
The UbuntuNet network is operational and
continues to grow, reaching new countries and
opening up opportunities for communities in
research and education networks. While this is
ongoing, it is equally important to engage
transnational communities of practice and let
them know what the UbuntuNet backbone offers.
A database of regional communities of practice
(COPs) is kept and more COPs are being added to
it.The database includes 30 COPs in 11 categories.
A survey of the COPs to establish current and
projected areas of collaboration and services was
planned, but was not carried out in 2014. The
survey will be conducted in 2015. It is hoped that
the survey will reveal some of the imminent needs
of the communities so that NRENs and the
Alliance at large can step in to fill the gap.

The Alliance also participated in thematic events
organised by Communities of Practice. In July 2015
the Alliance participated in the 21st Standing
Conference of Eastern, Central and Southern
Africa Library and Information Associations
(SCECSAL XXI), which was held in Lilongwe,
Malawi. The Alliance was also involved in the
planning of the launch of the Malawi Chapter of the
Internet Governance Forum, which was held in
August 2014. At the Communications Regulators'
Association of Southern Africa (CRASA)
Universalising Broadband Workshop, held in
August 2014, the Alliance was also represented
and gave a presentation.

Participation of UbuntuNet Alliance in the EU FP7
projects: CHAIN-REDS and ei4Africa enabled the
Alliance to engage with some COPs such as the
African Population and Health Research Center
(APHRC). APHRC is based in Nairobi and
undertakes research in a wide range of topics
related to societal health and well-being. The
project assisted the COP in assigning Persistent
IDentifiers (PIDs) to the wide plethora of datasets
that APHRC manages and curates.This is of utmost
importance due to these datasets are widely used
by almost every country in Africa in order to
improve societal health and well-being.
The Services Workshop held as part of the NREN
Leaders Indaba in Entebbe in June/July 2015 listed a
number of potential services that NRENs could
offer to the communities of practice.These include
eduroam, Identity Federations and Certification
Authorities in addition to hosting services that
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Statement of Management Responsibilities
For the year ended 31 December 2015
Management of UbuntuNet Alliance for Research and Education Networking are required to prepare
financial statements for each financial year which give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the Alliance
as at the end of the financial year and of operating results of the Alliance for that year.
Management is also required to ensure that it keeps proper accounting records which disclose with
reasonable accuracy at any time the financial position of the company and enable them to ensure that the
financial statements comply with the Trustees Incorporation Act.
Management, accept responsibility for maintenance of proper accounting records sufficient for this purpose.
Accordingly, the directors have:
µ Selected suitable accounting policies and applied them consistently;
µ Made judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent;
µ Complied with accounting standards, when preparing financial statements, subject to any material

departures being disclosed and explained in the financial statements; and
µ Prepared the financial statements on going concern basis having determined that the Alliance has

adequate resources to continue in operational existence for the foreseeable future.
Management also accept responsibility for taking such steps as are reasonably open to them to safeguard the
assets of the Alliance and to maintain adequate systems of internal controls to prevent and detect fraud and
other irregularities.
The Board of UbuntuNet Alliance for Research and Education Networking has approved the accompanying
financial statements and are signed on its behalf by:
____________________________
Chairperson

Date

______________________

____________________________
Finance and Administration Manager

Date

______________________
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_____________________________________KCC Finance Associates ►◄
Certified Public Accountants
Gowa House, City Centre
P.O Box 31609
Lilongwe 3
Malawi

Tel: 265-888- 488-488
265 - 1- 771-874
265 - 999-511-075
Fax: 265 - 1 -771 -873
Email: kccfinance@malawi.net

Report of the Independent Auditors' to the Members of Ubuntunet Alliance
for Research and Education Networking
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of UbuntuNet Alliance for Research and Education
Networking, which comprise the statement of financial position as at 31 December 2014, and the income
statement, statement of changes in funds and statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and a summary
of significant accounting policies and other explanatory notes.
Management's responsibility for the financial statements.
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). This responsibility includes: Designing,
implementing and maintaining internal controls relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of financial
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; selecting and applying
appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.
Auditor's Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.We conducted
our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISA). Those standards require that we
comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether
the financial statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
financial statements.The procedures selected depend on the auditor's judgment, including the assessment of
the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those
risk assessments, the auditor considers internal controls relevant to the entity's preparation and fair
presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity's internal
controls. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the
reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation
of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
audit opinion.
Auditors' Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements are properly drawn up in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS), so as to give in all material respects, a true and fair view of the financial position of
UbuntuNet Alliance for Research and Education Networking as at 31 December 2014 and of the results of
its operations and cash flows for the year then ended, so far as concerns the members of the Alliance.
Certified Public Accountants
Lilongwe (Malawi)
Signed by:
Date:

____________________
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Income Statement
For the year ended 31 December 2014
2014
2013
US$
US$
1,296,897
508,822
36,000
36,000
3b
114,146
113,709
4
339,445
314,180
21,748
------------ ------------1,786,488 994,459
------------ --------------

Income
Connectivity Services
Membership fees
Grants
Other income
Exchange rate gain

Note
3

Total Income

Expenditure
Network operation costs
Personnel costs - AfricaConnect Project contribution
Personnel Costs - UbuntuNet Alliance
AfricaConnect Project travel & Other expenses
Outsourced professional costs
M & E activities
Office running costs and other
Statutory and other employment costs
Council of Members
Strategic Plan Retreat
CEO & Chairman Search & Selection Committees
Annual Conference & Specialised Workshops
Bad debts written off
Depreciation
Exchange rate loss
Total Expenditure
Surplus for the year
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436,698
288,135
183,223
166,849
60,584
91,751
88,897
49,460
57,844
101,161
17,793
59,770
53,532
46,259
51,927
27,330
30,969
18,876
11,639
1,760
95,167
70,525
8,000
5,608
8,832
5,589
------------ -----------1,086,608 951,570
------------- -----------699,880
42,889
================
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Statement of Financial Position
As at 31 December 2014
Assets
Non -current Assets
Property, plant & equipment
Work in Progress (AfricaConnect Project)
Total Non

2014
US$

2013
US$

5
6

5,534
3,082,080
-----------3,087,614
------------

4,933
2,261,730
-----------2,266,663
------------

7
8

214,835
234,905
------------

121,510
551,400
------------

Note

-Current Assets

Current Assets
Receivables
Cash and bank balances

Total Current Assets

449,740
------------

Total Assets

3,537,354
= ======

672,910
------------2,939,573
= ======
=

Funds and Liabilities
Funds
General Fund

9

992,458
----------992,459
-----------

292,578
----------292,578
-----------

10
11

80,782
2,464,114
------------

18,312
2,628,683
-------------

Total Funds
Current Liabilities
Payables
Deferred Income

=

Total current liabilities

2,544,896
------------

2,646,995
-------------

Total Funds and Liabilities

3,537,354
= ======
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Statement of Cash Flows
For the year ended 31 December 2014
Cash Flows From Operating Activities
Surplus for the year before capital expenditure
Adjustments for:
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment
Interest Income
Operating cash flow before capital changes
Increase in receivables
Increase in receivables – AfricaConnect Project
Increase in payables
Movement in deferred income
Net cash flow from operating activities
Cash flows from Investing activities
Interest received
Payment for property, plant and equipment
Net cash flow from investing activities
Net increase/ (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the financial year
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year
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2014
US$
699,880

2013
US$
42,889

5,608
1,432
----------706,919
(93,325)
(820,350)
62,470
(164,568)
-----------(308,855)
------------

8,832
1,601
--------53,322
(32,558)
(861,730)
15,106
1,215,240
-----------389,380
------------

(1,432)
(6,209)
-----------(316,496)
-----------(316,496)
551,400
-----------234,905
=======

(1,601)
(2,407)
----------(4,008)
----------385,372
166,028
----------551,400
=======
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Statement of Changes in Funds
For the year ended 31 December 2014
General Fund
US$
249,689
42,889
---------292,578
---------292,578
699,880
---------992,458
======

Balance as at 1 January, 2013
Surplus for the year
Balance as at 31 December 2013
Balance as at 1 January 2014
Surplus for the year
Balance as at 31 December 2014
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 31 December 2014

1.

GENERAL INFORMATION

UbuntuNet Alliance is the regional Research and
Education Networking organisation for Eastern and
Southern Africa. It builds and operates UbuntuNet,
the regional high-speed backbone network
interconnecting National Research and Education
Networks (NRENs) and connecting them to other
regional RENs in the world and the Internet in
general. The Alliance is a member-based organisation
registered as a Trust in Malawi. It was originally
registered in the Netherlands in 2006 as an
association of African NRENs.The Malawi registration
became effective in 2014 and steps are being taken to
make the Trust own the original entity.

Standards (IFRS) as issued by the International
Accounting Standards Board (IASB). The financial
statements have been prepared under the historical
cost convention. The preparation of financial
statements in conformity with IFRS requires the use
of certain critical accounting estimates and requires
management to exercise its judgment in the process
of applying the Alliance's accounting policies. It also
requires the use of assumptions that affect the
reported amounts of assets and liabilities and
disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the
date of the financial statements and the reported
amounts of revenues and expenses during the
reporting period.Although these estimates are

UbuntuNet Alliance CEO Dr. Pascal Hoba,
Communications Officer Hastings Ndebvu and
Finance and Administration Manager Tiwonge Banda
at the Alliance Secretariat in Lilongwe, Malawi

2.
S U M M A RY O F S I G N I F I C A N T
ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The principal accounting policies of the Alliance,
which are set out below have been consistently
followed in all material respects. The accounting
policies and their related financial statements comply
with International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS).
2.1
Basis of Preparing the Financial Statements
The financial statements have been prepared in
accordance with International Financial Reporting
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based on management's best knowledge of current
events and actions, actual results may ultimately differ
from those estimates.
2.2.
Adoption of new and revised International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSS)
During the current year the Alliance adopted all the
new and revised IFRSs and International Accounting
Standards (IAS) which are relevant to its operations
and are effective from 1 January 2012.The adoption of
these Standards did not have a material effect on the
financial statements. At the date of authorization of
these financial statements some Standards were in
issue but not yet effective. Management expects that
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of these financial statements some Standards were
in issue but not yet effective. Management expects
that the adoption of these Standards in future
periods will not have a material effect on the
financial statements of the company.

measured in terms of historical cost in a foreign
currency are not re-translated.
Exchange differences arising from the translations
of foreign currencies at the balance sheet date are
credited or charged to the income statement
except where the exchange differences relate to
assets under construction for future productive
use, which are included in the cost of those assets
where they are regarded as an adjustment to
interest costs on foreign currency or where
exchange differences was entered in order to
hedge against certain foreign currency risks or
where exchange differences are for monetary
items receivable from or payable to a foreign
operation for which settlement is neither planned
nor likely to occur, which form part of the net
investment in foreign operation.

2.3
Revenue
Revenue represents money from provision of
services, membership fees and funding for special
projects. Provision is not made for donations
granted but not received at the balance sheet date.
2.4
Property, Plant and Equipment
Property, Plant and Equipment (owned) are stated
at historical cost or valuation less depreciation
and adjustment for impairment losses.
2.5
Subsequent Expenditure
Subsequent expenditure is capitalised only when it
increases the future economic benefits embodied
in the item of Property, Plant and Equipment. All
other expenditure is recognised in the income
statement as an expense when it is incurred.

2.5.3 Impairment of assets
At each balance sheet date, the Alliance reviews
the carrying amounts of its tangible assets to
determine whether there is any indication that
those assets have suffered an impairment loss. If
any such indication exists, the recoverable amount
of the asset is estimated in order to determine the
extent of the impairment loss (if any).

2.5.1 Depreciation
Depreciation is charged on straight line basis at
rates that will reduce the net book value to the
estimated residual values over the anticipated
useful lives of the assets as follows:
Software
2Years
Office equipment
5Years
Furniture and Fittings
5Years

If the recoverable amount of an asset is estimated
to be less than its carrying amount, the carrying
amount of the asset is reduced to its recoverable
amount. Impairment losses are recognized as an
expense immediately.

2.5.2 Foreign currency translation
UbuntuNet Alliance receives its income through
provision of services, participation to projects and
membership fees in US Dollars, Euro and South
Africa Rands. For expenses in Malawi, foreign
currency is converted into a Malawi Kwacha
account.The Malawi Kwacha Account is translated
to US Dollar at the rate ruling at year end.

If an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the
carrying amount of the asset is increased to the
revised estimate of its recoverable amount, but
only to the extent that the increased amount does
not exceed the carrying amount that would have
been determined had no impairment loss been
recognized for the asset in prior year.A reversal of
an impairment loss is recognized as income
immediately.

In preparing financial statements of UbuntuNet
Alliance for Research and Education Networking
transactions in currencies other than Malawi
Kwacha are initially recorded at the rates of
exchange prevailing at the date of the transaction.
At each balance sheet date, monetary items
denominated in foreign currencies are translated
at the rates prevailing on that date. Non monetary
items carried at fair value that are denominated in
foreign currencies are retranslated at the rates
prevailing at the date when the fair value was
determined. Non-monetary items that are

2.5.4 Financial Instruments
The term financial instrument includes financial
assets and liabilities.
2.5.5 Financial Assets
All financial assets are recognised and derecognised on trade date where the purchase or
sale of a financial asset is under a contract whose
terms require delivery of the financial asset within
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the timeframe established by the market
concerned, and are initially measured at fair value,
plus transaction costs, except for those financial
assets classified as at fair value through profit or
loss, which are initially measured at fair value.

Loans and receivables
Trade receivables, loans and other receivables
that have fixed or determinable payments that are
not quoted in an active market are classified as
'loans and receivables'. Loans and receivables are
measured at amortised cost using the effective
interest method, less any impairment. Interest
income is recognised by applying the effective
interest rate, except for short term receivables
when recognition of interest would be
immaterial.

Financial assets are classified into the following
specified categories: financial assets 'at fair value
through profit or loss' (FVTPL), 'held-to-maturity'
investments, 'available-for-sale' (AFS) financial
assets and 'loans and receivables'. The
classification depends on the nature and purpose
of the financial assets and is determined at the
time of initial recognition.

Reclassification of financial assets
Reclassification is only permitted in rare
circumstances and where the asset is no longer
held for the purpose of selling in the short-term.
In all cases, reclassifications of financial assets are
limited to debt instruments. Reclassifications are
accounted for at the fair value of financial asset at
the date of reclassification.

Financial assets are classified as at FVTPL when
the financial asset is either held for trading or it is
designated as at FVTPL.
Financial assets at FVTPL are stated at fair value,
with any gains or losses arising on remeasurement recognised in profit or loss.The net
gain or loss recognised in profit or loss
incorporates any dividend or interest earned on
the financial asset and is included in the 'other
gains and losses' line item in the income
statement.

Impairment of financial assets
Financial assets, other than those at FVTPL, are
assessed for indicators of impairment at each
statement of financial position date. Financial
assets are impaired where there is objective
evidence that, as a result of one or more events
that occurred after the initial recognition of the
financial asset, the estimated future cash flows of
the investment have been impacted. For financial
assets carried at amortised cost, the amount of
the impairment is the difference between the
asset's carrying amount and the present value of
estimated future cash flows, discounted at the
financial assets original effective interest rate.The
carrying amount of the financial asset is reduced
by the impairment loss directly for all financial
assets with the exception of trade receivables,
where the carrying amount is reduced through
the use of an allowance account. When a trade
receivable is considered uncollectible, it is written
off against the allowance account. Subsequent
recoveries of the amounts previously written off
are credited against the allowance account.
Changes in the carrying amount of the allowance
account are recognized in the statement of
comprehensive income. With the exception of
AFS equity instruments, if, in a subsequent period,
the amount of the impairment loss decreases and
the decrease can be related objectively to an
event occurring after the impairment was
recognised, the previously recognised impairment
loss is reversed through the statement of

Held to maturity investments
Financial Assets with fixed or determined
payments and fixed maturity date that the
company has the positive intent and ability to hold
to maturity are classified as held to maturity
investments. Held-to-maturity investments are
measured at amortised cost using the effective
interest method less any impairment, with
revenue recognised on an effective yield basis.
AFS financial assets
AFS financial assets are stated at fair value. Gains
and losses arising from changes in fair value are
recognised in other comprehensive income and
accumulated in the investments revaluation
reserve, with the exception of impairment losses,
interest calculated using the effective interest
method, and foreign exchange gains and losses on
monetary assets, which are recognised in profit or
loss. Where the investment is disposed of or is
determined to be impaired, the cumulative gain or
loss previously accumulated in the investments
revaluation reserve is reclassified to profit or loss.
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comprehensive income to the extent that the
carrying amount of the investment at the date the
impairment is reversed does not exceed what the
amortised cost would have been had the
impairment not been recognised.

costs.
Other financial liabilities are subsequently measured
at amortised cost using the effective interest
method, with interest expense recognised on an
effective yield basis.

2.5.6 Financial liabilities and equity
instruments.

De-recognition of financial liabilities
UbuntuNet Alliance de-recognises financial
liabilities when, and only when, the Alliance's
obligations are discharged, cancelled or they expire.

Classification as debt or equity
Debt and equity instruments are classified as either
financial liabilities or as equity in accordance with
the substance of the contractual arrangement.
Equity instruments
An equity instrument is any contract that evidences
a residual interest in the assets of an entity after
deducting all of its liabilities. Equity instruments are
recorded at the value of proceeds received, net of
direct issue costs.
Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities are classified as either financial
liabilities 'at FVTPL' or 'other financial liabilities'.
Financial liabilities at FVTPL
Financial liabilities are classified as at FVTPL when
the financial liability is either held for trading or it is
designated as at FVTPL.
A financial liability is classified as held for trading if:
© it has been acquired principally for the purpose
of repurchasing it in the near term; or
on initial recognition it is part of a portfolio of
identified financial instruments that the company
manages together and has a recent actual pattern of
short-term profit-taking.
A financial liability other than a financial liability held
for trading may be designated as at FVTPL upon
initial recognition if:
© such designation eliminates or significantly
reduces a measurement or recognition
inconsistency that would otherwise arise; or
© the financial liability forms part of a group of
financial assets or financial liabilities or both,
which is managed and its performance is
evaluated on a fair value basis, in accordance
with the Alliance's documented risk
management or investment strategy, and
information about the grouping is provided
internally on that basis.
©

Other financial liabilities, including borrowings, are
initially measured at fair value, net of transaction
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Effective interest method
The effective interest method is a method of
calculating the amortised cost of a debt instrument
or financial asset and of allocating interest income
over the relevant period. The effective interest rate
is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future
cash receipts through the expected life of the debt
instrument/financial asset, or where appropriate, a
shorter period, to the net carrying amount on initial
recognition.

2.5.7 Critical Accounting Judgement
and Key Sources of Estimation
Uncertainty
The preparation of financial statements, in
conformity with IFRs requires the use of certain
critical accounting estimates. It also requires
management to exercise its judgements in the
process of applying the principal accounting policies
of the company. Estimates and judgements are
evaluated and based on historical experience and
other factors, including expectations of future
events that are believed to be reasonable under the
circumstances.
2.5.8 Critical judgements in applying the
company's accounting policies
No critical judgements were made by the directors
during the current period which would have a
material impact on the financial statements.

Key sources of estimation uncertainty
Provisions for doubtful debts
Provision for doubtful debts is based on a policy
which takes into account past transaction history
with debtors and projected collections, the state of
the economy and other information which may have
light regarding the potential impairment of the
individual asset. Provisioning on this basis is
subjective by nature as it requires the assessment of
financial, as well as non-financial information in
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arriving at impairment value, which can only be borne
out by future events. Actual collected experience
may differ from current projections.
Valuation of properties
The company has reviewed residual values used for
the purposes of depreciation calculations in the light
of the requirement for an annual review of residual
values by IAS 16 (Revised) Property, Plant and
Equipment.
Assessment of the residual value for Property, Plant
and Equipment was carried out by management of
the Alliance.

3.

Connectivity services charges
Regional REN connectivity
Global transit delivered in Africa
Global transit delivered in Europe
Total

3(b)

Grants
INFN (CHAIN-REDS Project)
INFN (CHAIN Project)
Sigma Orionis (eI4Africa Project)
FRENIA
INASP
NSRC
Total

4

2014
US$

2013
US$

359,780
477,771
459,346
1,296,897

508,822
508,822

51,998
18,973
18,709
24,466
----------114,146
======

19,255
22,400
38,760
16,478
16,816
---------113,709
======

288,272
49,741
1,432
----------339,445
======

259,579
7,500
45,500
1,601
---------314,180
======

Other Income
AfricaConnect project - HR & capacity building (DANTE)
AfricaConnect project phase 1 income
UbuntuNet-connect sponsorship & registration fees
Bank interest
Total
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PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

Cost
As at 1 January 2013
Additions
As at January 2014
Additions
As at 31 December 2014
Depreciation
As at 1 January 2013
Charge for the year
As at 1 January 2014
Charge for the period
As at 31 December 2014
Net Book Value
As at 31 December 2014
As at 31 December 2013

Office Equipment
US$
20,452
_2,032
22,484
4,792
---------27,276
----------

Furniture & Fittings
US$
6,928
6,928
------6,928
-------

Software
US$
4,038
375
4,413
1,417
-------5,830
--------

Total
US$
31,418
2,407
33,825
6,209
--------40,034
---------

15,526
2,790
18,316
4,186
--------22,502
---------

5,826
_ 526
6,352
526
------6,877
-------

3,192
1,033
4,225
896
------5,121
-------

24,544
_4,349
28,893
5,608
--------34,500
---------

4,774
====
4,168
====

51
===
576
====

709
===
189
===

5,534
====
4,933
====
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6.

2014
US$

Work in progress - AfricaConnect Project
Opening balance
Additions
Closing Balance

7.

Sub -total

Total Cash and bank balances

1,400,000
861,730
-------------2,261,730
========

69,169
10,000
113,324
14,050
1,396
226
5,457
1,213
---------214,835
======

73,878
14,000
7,038
13,500
677
4,260
6,621
1,536
----------121,510
======

119,250
107,593
3,566
3,296
210
990
---------234,905
======

96,519
90,887
361,735
306
1,365
588
----------551,400
======

292,578
699,880
------------992,458
=======

249,689
42,889
----------292,578
======

3,925
10,347
2,521
574
63,415
---------80,782
=====

10,863
4,752
2,209
350
138
--------18,312
=====

General Fund
Opening balance
Operating surplus for the year
Total

10.

2,261,730
820,350
-----------3,082,080
=======

Cash and bank balances
UbuntuNet Alliance main FCDA
UbuntuNet Alliance special projects FCDA
UbuntuNet Alliance project AfricaConnect project
UbuntuNet Alliance project main local account
UbuntuNet Alliance project special projects local account
Cash passport cards & petty cash

9.

US$

Receivables
AfricaConnect project- DANTE claims
AfricaConnect project NRENs 1st phase contribution
Peering and transiting (TERNET, ZAMREN)
Membership fees
Uganda travel bureau (air ticket refund)
Staff advances
Prepayment - medical aid & Uganda office rentals
Techni cal research Centre of Finland

8.

2013

Payables
Consultants fees
Staff salary arrears/gratuity
Joseph Kimaili (AfricaConnect Per diem)
ZAMREN (Chipata travel costs refunds)
DHL and ESCOM
Knowledge Consulting Limited (office costs)
Total
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11.

Deferred Income
Membership fee
AfricaConnect project services NREN's advance
payments
Opening balance
Additions
Release to income statement through connectivity
service charges
Sub total
Total Deferred Income

12.

RISK MANAGEMENT POLICY

Financial risk factors
The company is exposed to interest rate risk, credit
risk, liquidity risk, currency risk, operational risk,
compliance risk, reputation risk and political risk
arising from the financial instruments that it holds.
The risk management policies employed by the
company to manage these risks are discussed
below:
Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk is the risk that the value of financial
instruments will fluctuate due to changes in market
interest rates. The Alliance's income and operating
cash flows are substantially independent of changes
in market interest rates as the Alliance has no
significant interest bearing assets. The Alliance is
exposed to interest rate risk in relation to its
current account deposits. The Alliance's
management monitors the interest rate fluctuations
on a continuous basis and acts accordingly.

2014
US$

2013
US$

2,945

946

2,627,737
109,419
(275,987)

1,412,000
1,215,737
-

-------------2,461,169
2,464,114
========

------------2,627,737
2,628,683
=======

exchange rates. Currency risk arises when future
commercial transactions and recognised assets and
liabilities are denominated in a currency that is not
the Alliance's measurement currency. The Alliance
is exposed to foreign exchange risk arising from
various currency exposures. The Alliance's
management monitors the exchange rate
fluctuations on a continuous basis and acts
accordingly.
Operational risk
Operational risk is the risk that derives from the
deficiencies relating to the Alliance's information
technology and control systems as well as the risk of
human error and natural disasters. The Alliance's
systems are evaluated, maintained and upgraded
continuously.
Compliance risk
Compliance risk is the risk of financial loss, including
fines and other penalties, which arise from noncompliance with laws and regulations of the state.
The risk is limited to a significant extent due to the
supervision applied by the Compliance Office, as
well as by the monitoring controls applied by the
company.

Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that arises when the
maturity of assets and liabilities does not match. An
unmatched position potentially enhances
profitability, but can also increase the risk of losses.
The Alliance has procedures with the object of
minimising such losses such as maintaining sufficient
cash and other highly liquid current assets and by
having available an adequate amount of committed
credit facilities.

Reputation risk
The risk of loss of reputation arising from the
negative publicity relating to the Alliance's
operations (whether true or false) may result in a
reduction of its clientele, reduction in revenue and
legal cases against the Alliance. The Alliance applies
procedures to minimize this risk.

Currency risk
Currency risk is the risk that the value of financial
instruments will fluctuate due to changes in foreign

Political risk
The risk that an investment's returns could suffer as
a result of political changes or instability in a
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country. Instability affecting investment returns
could stem from a change in government, legislative
bodies, other foreign policy makers, or military
control.
The Alliance's overall risk management program
focuses on the unpredictability of financial markets
and seeks to minimize potential adverse effects on
the company's financial performance.
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